
Al-Ma’mun: Prominent Abbasid Caliph 

Ma’mun ascended the throne in 198 A.H. after the assassination of his brother al-Amin. At that 

time, Ma’mun was at Marw and he remained there under the advice of Fadhl bin Sahl and was 

satisfied to leave to Fadhl absolute and uncontrolled direction of the State, keeping himself busy 

in philosophical discussions with scholars at Marw. The outcome of his absence from Baghdad; 

was disturbance and disorder in the State. It is believed that if Ma’mun had at once moved upon 

Baghdad, the disturbances of the next few years would have been avoided. Fadhl was very much 

keen to keep Ma’mun at Marw, no information of any kind regarding the real situation of the 

state was permitted to reach Ma’mun, and he was kept in total ignorance of the episodes 

happening in Iraq and Syria.  

 Within no time after the death of al-Amin, his faithful member named Nasr took up arms 

to take avenge and defied the troops for a period of five years. One more activity which Fadhl 

bin Sahl did was the appointment of his brother Hasan bin Sahl as the governor of Iraq. The 

people of Iraq supported and joined by others rose against Hasan bin Sahl, side by side, in Hijaz 

a son of Imam Ja‘far Sadiq was elected caliph. Thus, the whole state from the borders of Persia 

to Yemen was involved in strife and plunder. At last, Harthama crushed the revolt in Iraq and 

Abu Saraya was killed. Fadhl ordered Harthama to go to Egypt but the later refused to obey the 

orders. Harthama went to Marw, kept before al-Ma’mun the real situation, and made him aware 

about the dangers that surrounded him. Fadhl very shortly assaulted Harthama and he died a few 

days later. With Harthama’s death violent uprising against Hasan bin Sahl started. The people 

refused to be obedient to Fadhl bin Sahl or his brother Hasan bin Sahl. People appointed Mansur 

bin Mahdi as their head, but he accepted it provisionally on the condition that he would hold it 

until Ma’mun came himself or appointed somebody else. 

 At last, Ma’mun was provided the real situation of the state and he at once marched 

towards the capital with his whole Court. He was of the opinion that he could not at once deprive 

Fadhl of his powers; he will do so by slow degrees. At Sarrakhs, Fadhl was assassinated in his 

bath. At Tus, Ma’mun lost his loyal friend and advisor Imam al-Riza. In 819 C.E. Ma’mun 

arrived at Baghdad and with his entry all disturbances and disorders disappeared and peace was 

resorted. The streets of Baghdad were decorated, people wore gala dress and everyone was 

rejoicing at the caliph’s return to the seat of empire. Ma’mun started the policy of reorganising 



the administration and repairing the ruined areas. Three classes of people were present in 

Baghdad at that time, one the oppressed (Mazlum), other the oppressors (Zalim) and third neither 

oppressed nor oppressors. The third were at the root of all mischief, observed by Ma’mun and 

according to the historians this was the real fact. It is the fact that the people, who remain aloof 

from public affairs, provide an opportunity and chance to disorderly classes to break the law. 

 Abd Allah, son of Tahir was appointed as the governor of Syria and Egypt. It was the 

time when there was an insurrection going on. The rebels in Egypt were crippled and crushed at 

once. A large party of Muslims, who were expelled from Spain by the Umayyads, had arrived in 

Egypt, creating some sort of disturbance and disorder in Alexandria. Abd Allah asked them to 

surrender or to leave the province. They requested the permission to go to Crete and the 

permission was granted to them. These Muslims were provided with all supplies in order to 

conquer the land. After a short struggle, most of the Islanders submitted and invaders settled 

there. Rebellions in Yemen and Khurasan were crushed and in both the regions, the insurgents 

were treated with exceptional humanity. 

 In Mazardan, a brigand whose name was Babek had made himself its ruler and master. 

For a long period of twenty years, he used to slaughter men and carry away the women. 

Expedition after expedition was sent against him, because of his inaccessible position he defied 

all these attempts. At last, he was given tough challenge by the army of the caliph. He entered 

into the relations with the Greeks and invited them to attack Muslim region. To give reply to this 

invasion, Ma’mun took the field and in three consecutive campaigns, they were completely 

subsided and forced to sue for peace. After this, Ma’mun proceeded towards Asia Minor and the 

job was not finished yet when death overtook him. Ma’mun died because of violent fever in 833 

C.E. at the age of forty-eight. 

Estimate of al-Ma’mun  

 Ma’mun was born in 170 A.H. on the very day his father; Harun al-Rashid ascended the 

throne. He without any doubt was the most outstanding figure of the ‘Abbasid Dynasty. His 

interest to do work, his determination and dedication, his wisdom, his judgement, his inspiring 

aspect, his bravery and fearlessness are chief and characteristic features of his life. No one was 

wiser than Ma’mun in the whole house of the ‘Abbasids who ruled the Caliphate. His reign of 



more than twenty years forms the grandest epoch in the history of Islam and he is been truly 

called the Augustan age of Islam. His period had left life touching monuments of intellectual 

development of all the Muslims in all directions. These developments and progresses were not 

restrained to any particular branch of science, but extended over the whole intellectual domain. 

Ma’mun refined and cultivated all types of branches. Mathematics, medicine, astronomy, 

geography, philosophy etc, achieved remarkable progress during his reign. This intellectual 

progress and development proceeded to Muslim Spain and Christian Constantinople. He fully 

realized the fact that actual happiness of his subjects remains concealed in education and culture. 

 He never wished to make knowledge dependable on accidental liberality of individual 

caliphs or chiefs of the state; rather he made it independent by creating endowments for its 

extension, promotion and support. These things were translated into reality by establishing 

schools, colleges and universities throughout length and breadth of the empire. According to 

Oelsner, “we see for the first time perhaps in the history of the world, a religious and despotic 

government allied to philosophy, preparing and partaking in its triumphs.” No distinction made 

in terms of creed or race; all the offices were open for the public. Ma’mun established a Council 

of State, in which all the communities represented themselves. 

 The caliph followed Mu‘tazilite doctrines and endeavoured to introduce them in his state. 

He sent a mandate to the governor of Baghdad to summon leading scholars, to test them on the 

essential doctrines, and to have their answers. Most of the scholars and judges either by means of 

conviction or by means of policy of Ma’mun showed their agreement and will with the views of 

al-Ma’mun. However, few stood firm in their conviction and remained unyielding and steadfast, 

among them, the most prominent was Ahmad bin Hanbal. Al-Ma’mun ordered to imprison him. 

His two successors followed his footsteps and maintained the same edict. Al-Ma’mun declared 

Mu‘tazilite doctrines as the religion of the state and orthodox faith was regarded as heretic.        

 Truly, Ma’mun’s period was the most splendid and brilliant in the history of Islam. 

Ma’mun’s court presented a crowded view with men of science and letters, poets, scholars, 

philosophers, and physicians. People from different parts of the world connected to diverse 

creeds and nationalities were present in his court. Tremendous patronage was given to historians, 

grammarians, and philologers and to the collectors of the traditions. It was not only the age of 

philologists and grammarians but also the age of collectors of traditions and historians. The 



whole credit of completing the work started and commenced by his grandfather, Mansur goes to 

Ma’mun. Ma’mun collected the writings of the school of Alexandria, from Athens the 

philosophical works of ancient Greece. Later on best scholars translated them into Arabic. Duty 

of translating Greek and Syrian works was given to Coasta, the son of Luke; Persian works to 

Yahya bin Harun and Sanskrit works to Duban, the Brahmin. Al-Ma’mun established Bayt al-

Hikmah in 830 C.E to meet this end. It was a combination of academy, library and translation 

bureau and proved in many respects the most valuable educational institution. 

 During his reign, astronomical observations made great stride. The size of earth was 

calculated from the measurement of a degree on the shores of the Red Sea. Abu al-Hasan was the 

man who at that time invented the telescope about which he says “a tube to the extremities of 

which were attached dioptres.” These tubes were improved and later on used in the observatories 

of Maragha and Cairo with great success. On the plains of Tadmur at Shamassiya, Ma’mun 

established the first observatory. In addition to this special care was given to the study of 

medicine. 

 It is the well-known fact that Muslim Conquest had thrown into the background the 

science and literature of ancient Persia. Nevertheless, the patronage provided by Ma’mun helped 

in reviving the old learning and in giving impetus to the development of Persian language. The 

poet ‘Abbas of Marw, founder of the modern Persian poetry, flourished during his reign. 

Ma’mun was highly interested in philosophical discussions and Tuesdays were set apart 

especially for such discussions. On Tuesday, literary, scientific and philosophers and savants 

used to attend his chamber, presided by caliph himself. During his reign, every region tried to 

move ahead of the others in the cultivation and development of the art, science, and literature. 

Travelling in search of knowledge was regarded a pious duty and people from different regions 

flocked to Baghdad. Under Ma’mun the intellectual and cultural development proceeded with lot 

of swiftness and rapidity. Ma’mun was truly the Augustus of the Arabs and he truly devoted his 

life to the development and improvement of the rational faculties. 


